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Shooting the messenger: the science and politics of ethnicity research
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Summary
Scientific arguments showing ‘how the world is’ are fundamentally different from political assertions about ‘how the world should be’. Ideologically motivated political attacks can hamper our understanding of mental disorders by preventing academics from pursuing research in contentious areas. Evidence should be countered by better evidence, not by shooting the messenger.
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Racism in British psychiatry?

A petition on the Prime Minister’s Office website, dated 23 April 2008, states the following (www.number10.gov.uk/Page15330):

Research shows the discrimination within mental health services has led to marked inequalities in the treatment of care of ethnic minorities with people from African Caribbean communities being routinely subject to the harshest and most punitive treatment. Government research has revealed that Black patients that come into contact with mental health services are more likely to be misdiagnosed, forcibly restrained, over medicated and placed in seclusion despite having similar rates of mental ill health as other ethnic groups. These injustices must be addressed within the law.

In a democracy, such petitions are appropriate mechanisms to demand change or seek redress for perceived institutional failings. Political controversies are harbingers of socioeconomic change and vital in open societies. Scientifically, the assertions made in the petition are factually incorrect. There is clear evidence of high rates of psychotic disorders in Black and minority ethnic groups not attributable to misdiagnosis,1 no evidence that ethnicity is an independent predictor of physical restraint, seclusion or ‘over medication’, or that higher detention rates are due to psychiatric treatment. Government research has revealed that Black patients that come in contact with mental health services are more likely to be misdiagnosed, forcibly restrained, over medicated and placed in seclusion despite having similar rates of mental ill health as other ethnic groups. These injustices must be addressed within the law.

In a democracy, such petitions are appropriate mechanisms to demand change or seek redress for perceived institutional failings. Political controversies are harbingers of socioeconomic change and vital in open societies. Scientifically, the assertions made in the petition are factually incorrect. There is clear evidence of high rates of psychotic disorders in Black and minority ethnic groups not attributable to misdiagnosis, no evidence that ethnicity is an independent predictor of physical restraint, seclusion or ‘over medication’, or that higher detention rates are due to psychiatric treatment. Government research has revealed that Black patients that come in contact with mental health services are more likely to be misdiagnosed, forcibly restrained, over medicated and placed in seclusion despite having similar rates of mental ill health as other ethnic groups. These injustices must be addressed within the law.

A political assertion is about how the world should be, rather than how it is. Political statements are value-laden, and not simply a dispassionate collection of facts. Politics seeks to change the world in a particular manner and in keeping with specific ideological values. When scientific evidence of ethnic differences in mental disorders is presented as an inequality resulting from discrimination, it clashes with deeply cherished social values of equality and non-discrimination, and provokes a political response. However, health differences between population groups are not necessarily inequalities; illnesses are neither egalitarian in their occurrence nor equitable in their outcomes. Differences per se neither equate with discrimination nor necessarily result from it.

‘Medicalised race’ and ‘racialised medicine’

Biomedical science has a long and discredited history of racism. From phrenology to eugenics, scientific endeavours have often served racial ideologies. The infamous Tuskegee trials, in which Black patients with syphilis were left untreated even after penicillin had become widely available, has left a lasting legacy of mistrust between Black communities and US health services. Science cannot claim to be entirely value free. Scientific research mirrors contemporaneous societal values and attitudes. But science has a process of self-correction; new evidence yields greater and better understanding and overturns older views and models, sometimes changing societal attitudes in the process. When a scientific project strays from objectivity, in time it gets discredited.
Such correction requires challenging the evidence with new or better evidence, not name-calling.

Ethnic differences in disease incidence and outcomes occur in many conditions affecting different systems, for example haemoglobinopathies, inflammatory bowel disease, cardiovascular disease, multiple sclerosis and several types of cancers. Despite substantial concern that biomedical differences between ethnic groups can be misinterpreted as innate genetic differences, few would argue that race and ethnicity should be completely abandoned as descriptive variables in research. In any attempt to isolate causative factors, all chosen population groups are defined by composite proxy variables that are heavily confounded. Research should endeavour to ‘unpack’ and isolate the shared biological, cultural and social influence of aetiological importance within and between the ethnic groups under study, rather than ignore ethnic differences.

In 2005, US Food and Drug Administration approval of BiDil (a combination of hydralazine hydrochloride and isosorbide dinitrate) as heart failure treatment specifically for Black patients led to charges that this was ‘racialisation of medicine’ and ‘medicalisation of race’.8–10 Supporters claimed that reliance on racial classification was an interim path to personalised pharmacotherapy. Critics argued that race was an attractive basis on which pharmaceutical companies could promote their products but once regulatory approval had been obtained, industry had little interest in sponsoring further research that elucidated underlying factors.9 Crawley has argued that given the ethnic disparities in cardiovascular morbidity and mortality, ‘we cannot wait until all these issues are sorted out’.11 The best we can do is to be fully informed of the evidence, its limitations and be aware that crude race-based categories could become reified as well-defined biological variables.

Unlike psychiatric debates in the UK, the BiDil arguments have largely been about evidence rather than individuals and the message rather than the messenger. In contrast, the response to the BMJ paper was entirely political; no scientific evidence was presented to the contrary. High rates of psychosis in ethnic minority groups were perceived not as an important epidemiological finding that could yield vital aetiological clues, but as personal opinion of academics with illiberal values. Evidence that adverse pathways to care had sociocultural determinants was discounted as an attempt to ‘blame the victim’. Statements of facts were turned into statements of values and the message attributed to the messenger.

Protecting scientific integrity

An objective exploration of race-related differences in mental health is neither to condone nor justify racism. Scientific exactness and objectivity are precisely what we need if we are to understand and eliminate such differences. The assertion that ethnic differences in mental health are due to racism is a prime example of circular reasoning: racism in psychiatry is ‘proven’ by ethnic differences; ethnic differences ‘result’ from racism in psychiatry. One reason why academics shirk from challenging such assertions is the fear that rebuttal itself is perceived as evidence of racist prejudice. User groups are increasingly involved in the commissioning, funding and conduct of research. This is a welcome initiative, providing a much needed corrective to the past neglect of user voice, especially in mental health. We should be mindful that ideologically committed user bodies can jeopardise research effort that challenges their orthodoxy. Just as we expect researchers to declare financial conflicts of interests, funding bodies and review panels should also be aware of ideological conflicts of interests of panel members. Transparency is in everyone’s interest and is essential to ensure quality in research governance.

Organisations such as the Royal College of Psychiatrists have a vital role to play in ensuring that academics feel free and able to pursue research into politically sensitive areas. The College is a professional body, not a political one and should publicly support all ethical research that aims to advance our knowledge and improve our practice. British and European academia has a proud record of conducting high-quality research on social influences in psychosis. Failure to promote such research will have major consequences for scientific advances, service development, patient care and for society at large.

Services cannot develop appropriate interventions to deal with the challenges of our multicultural society unless we are free to openly explore underlying reasons for cultural and ethnic differences. Ethnic minority patients will not get equitable, accessible and appropriate care if resources spent on reducing racism in psychiatry are the wrong solution for an erroneously identified problem. For society as a whole, academic freedom must be a value cherished in itself. Academic freedom ensures that society benefits from best evidence and independent criticism, which politicians are not always able to offer, lest it offends a group or counters a prevailing attitude. Our society needs an honest appraisal of mental health problems that afflict our communities; we can ill afford any restrictions imposed on our scientific endeavours.
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